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Introduction
The purpose of this document is to provide a detailed and thorough policy on the initial, systematic
replacement of all street signs throughout the Town of Mount Pleasant. This policy is in response to the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) mandate requiring municipalities to develop a master plan to
bring all street signs to their minimum retroreflectivity requirements. The deadlines have since been
removed, but the Town’s goal is to have all signs updated and installed by 2020. The goal of this policy is
to create a consistent approach to the replacement process in regards to both existing infrastructure as
well as future development throughout the Town. New signs shall be logged and entered into the
Town’s asset management database to be used in the development of a maintenance and replacement
cycle. The policy shall also serve to address future requests for special sign posts.

Existing Sign Evaluation and Removal
During the street sign replacement process the Town will be evaluating not only existing street name
signs, but also all other signage throughout the neighborhoods to ensure compliance. Any signage that
does not meet the breakaway safety standards or is determined to not be necessary from a traffic
operations or safety perspective shall be removed. Examples of these signs include but are not limited
to:
-

Street name signs with colors other than white lettering on green background
Obelisks Markers
Children at Play/Watch for Children signs
Other non-compliant signage

Obelisks Markers within the Old Village area, which is defined as the area between Coleman Blvd/Ben
Sawyer Blvd and the Harbor, will not be removed, but shall be supplemented with a standard street
name sign. All existing speed limit signs within the neighborhoods shall be removed and a new standard
speed limit sign shall be installed at the entrances to the neighborhood (see Figure 1). This one speed
limit sign serves as the enforceable speed limit throughout all of the residential streets within the
neighborhood.

Figure 1: Proposed Speed Limit Sign for All Residential Streets
Other sign features that shall be inspected include the sign mounting height and the signs clearance
from the face of curb or travel way. The minimum mounting height of the primary sign shall be 7 feet
from the bottom of the sign to the ground. Supplemental signs must be a minimum of 4 feet from the
bottom of sign to the ground. The offset from travel way must be a minimum of 2 feet from edge of sign
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to face of curb. The Street Sign Policy is supported by the Town’s Code of Ordinances number § 155.054
Street Sign Policy.
Course of Action
Below are the standard operating procedures for the replacement or installation of street signs within
existing HOA neighborhoods, non-organized neighborhoods and proposed developments within the
Town. This policy is a means for neighborhoods to have an option on selecting the style of post used in
the replacement of the existing street signs.
Standard Signage
The Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) requires that all ground mounted street
name signs be on Type III or greater retroreflective sheeting. All street name signs must be
rectangular and have white lettering on green backgrounds. The text for these signs shall consist
of a combination of upper and lower case lettering which must be a minimum of 6 inches and
4.5 inches in height respectively. The street name signs at the entrances to neighborhoods shall
include the Town of Mount Pleasant logo in the far right corner (see Figure 2). All other street
name signs within neighborhoods shall be standard signs and shall not include the colored logo.

Figure 2: Example Street Name Sign
Standard Post
A U-channel hot rolled steel post shown in Figure 3 is the standard post on which all signs shall
be mounted unless chosen otherwise by the HOA or neighborhood association via the special
request post. U-channel posts are an approved sign support by both FHWA and the South
Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) for their breakaway characteristics (see
Appendix A for SCDOT Standard 651-110-00). The U-channel post is a cost effective product, it is
easily obtained, light weight and simple to install. This post style will be kept in stock and in the
event a sign is knocked down, this product will be used to repair it.
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Figure 3: Typical U-Channel Post

Special Request Post
Any HOA or neighborhood associations will have the ability to submit an encroachment permit
application for a decorative post and sign bracket. The proposed post shall meet all federal and
state breakaway requirements to be considered for approval and the applicant must provide
proof of breakaway compliance with their encroachment permit application. The installation of
the sign shall also meet all state and federal requirements for proper height of sign, clear
distance from travel way and proper installation as to not compromise its breakaway properties.
The proposed sign bracket shall be compatible with the street name signs provided by the Town
which are 9 inches in height and vary in length based on the individual street name. The signs
must be mounted using vandal-resistant screw, rivet, band, etc. and be approved by the Town.
The cost associated with the post, bracket and installation shall be paid for fully by the
applicants. Any and all maintenance of the post and decorative bracket shall be the
responsibility of the neighborhood. Once approved by the Town, the signs must be installed and
inspected for compliance by no later than 06/01/2019 or as agreed upon by the Town. All signs
shall be provided by the Town to the neighborhood association or HOA. It is the responsibility of
the neighborhood, neighborhood associate or HOA to notify the Town that the signs have been
installed and are ready for inspection. The neighborhood shall be held accountable for all costs
associated with removal or reinstallation of sign posts that fail the inspection.
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New Development Regulations
All new subdivision development within the Town must comply with the MUTCD’s street name
signage requirements and select one of the two options mentioned above. The cost of procuring
street name signs shall be the responsibility of the developer. The developer shall be held
accountable for all costs associated with removal and reinstallation of signs and sign posts that
fail the inspection.

Selection Requirements
The Town will notify neighborhoods, neighborhood associations and HOAs approximately 120 days prior
to replacing their street signs. Neighborhoods will have 30 days after the initial notification to notify the
Town’s Transportation Department if they desire the standard or special request posts. If the special
request post is selected, all appropriate permit applications must be submitted and approved prior to
the scheduled replacement date. If a neighborhood fails to select one of the two post styles within the
30 days after initial notification, the Town’s standard u-channel post will be installed. The Town may
agree to extend the above timeframe due to the size of the neighborhood or other extenuating
circumstances.

Sign Maintenance
The Town shall be responsible for maintaining all street sign regardless of post style. Any damage caused
by vehicle collision, vandalism, etc. should be reported to the Town’s Public Services Department
through our online ‘Report a Concern’ page located at https://www.tompsc.com/requesttracker.aspx.
The Town shall only be responsible for the u-channel sign posts. Neighborhoods that opt for the special
request sign post shall be responsible for replacing any damaged posts or decorative brackets. If
damaged, the Town may re-mount critical signs or install new signage on u-channel posts if the
neighborhood does not have their specific sign posts readily available for timely replacement. The
neighborhood must notify the Transportation Department prior to replacing any street sign or post.
Upon completion of replacement, the Town shall be notified so an inspection can be completed and uchannel post can be retrieved if necessary.

Neighborhood Associations and HOA Responsibilities and Steps
The purpose of this section is to clearly identify the responsibilities of the individual neighborhood
associations or HOAs as well as to serve as step by step guidance through the required tasks. The step by
step process is shown graphically in Figure 4.
1. The neighborhood association or HOA will be notified by the Town approximately 120 days prior
to the replacement of their street signs. The neighborhood association or HOA has 30 days from
that point to determine whether the Town’s standard post or the special request post will be
used. (If the Town’s standard post is selected then the HOA’s responsibilities end).
2. If the special request post is selected then the neighborhood association or HOA shall complete
an encroachment permit and submit it to the Town along will the selected post’s breakaway
specifications, street sign bracket specification and vandal-resistant mounting hardware type.
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3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

The neighborhood association or HOA is responsible for ensuring that the selected bracket type
is compatible with the Town’s street name signs (the standard street name sign specification will
be provided to the neighborhood association or HOA by the Town). The encroachment permit
application must be submitted to the Town within 60 days of the initial notification.
Upon approval of the encroachment permit, the neighborhood association or HOA is
responsible for purchasing the selected post, bracket, hardware, etc.
The neighborhood association or HOA will be notified when the street signs are available at the
Town and they are responsible for picking up the signs from the Town.
Neighborhood association or HOA’s are responsible for installation of the sign posts and signs
per the specifications submitted in the encroachment permit and in accordance with SCDOT
specifications (see Appendix A).
Any deficiencies found through the Town’s inspection process shall be addressed by the
neighborhood association or HOA.
Replacement of damaged special sign posts and general upkeep of special sign posts are the
responsibility of the neighborhood association or HOA. In the event a sign and post are
damaged, the Town will install only critical signs on temporary u-channel posts in the vicinity of
the downed sign. It is the responsibility of the neighborhood association or HOA to order and
install replacement special request posts. The neighborhood association or HOA is also
responsible for contacting the Town after installation so that the temporary sign and post can be
retrieved. The new sign post will be inspected by the Town and any cost associated with
reinstallation of the sign post due to a failed inspection shall be the responsibility of the
neighborhood association or HOA.
Any and all new sign requests from a neighborhood association or HOA shall require approval by
the Town and shall be incorporated into the previously approved encroachment permit. The
installation of new posts shall be subject to inspection by the Town and the neighborhood
association or HOA is responsible for the procurement and cost of the post as well as and any
costs associated with a failed inspection.
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Figure 4: Flow Chart of Street Sign Replacement Process
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Town of Mount Pleasant Departmental Responsibilities
The purpose of this section is to clearly identify the responsibilities of each Department involved with
the replacement and maintenance of street signs within the Town.
Transportation Department
The Transportation Department is responsible for contacting the individual neighborhood,
neighborhood associations and HOAs prior to the replacement of their street signs. Prior to
replacement, it is the Transportation Departments responsibility to inventory the existing
signage within a neighborhood and determine which signs will be replaced, removed or added.
It is also the Transportation Departments responsibility to review and approve all encroachment
permit applications submitted as part of the Special Post option as well as inspect the installed
signs within those neighborhoods upon notification of completion. All signs that are to be
installed by the Town will be submitted in the form of a work order to the Public Service
Department. The Transportation Department is responsible for reviewing and approving any
and all new sign requests submitted by the neighborhood association or HOA.
Public Service Department
The Public Service Department is responsible for completing the work orders submitted for this
program. This includes ordering materials, signs, etc. as well as the removal and disposal of
existing street signs and posts. While installing the new signs, the Public Service Department is
responsible for collecting data for the Town’s Asset Management Program. This data will include
GIS coordinates for the sign location, neighborhood location, street location, sign type, sign size,
post type, date installed and any other relevant data required to accurately maintain the Asset
Management Program. The Public Service Department is responsible for completing all
emergency sign replacement work orders associated with a downed sign. They are also
responsible for retrieving the temporary sign and u-channel post once the neighborhood in
question has repaired and reinstalled their special request post. Finally, the Public Service
Department is responsible for tracking and updating the budget associate with the street sign
replacement program.

Manpower Requirements
The Town of Mount Pleasant will determine whether it is feasible to conduct these street name sign
replacements in-house or if it will require outsourcing the work to a contractor. It is estimated by the
Public Service Department that they will be able to have one crew work approximately 4 hours a day on
the replacement of the street name sign.
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Introduction
The purpose of this document is to provide a detailed and thorough policy on the initial, systematic
replacement of all street signs throughout the Town of Mount Pleasant. This policy is in response to the
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) mandate requiring municipalities to develop a master plan to
bring all street signs to their minimum retroreflectivity requirements. The deadlines have since been
removed, but the Town’s goal is to have all signs updated and installed by 2020. The goal of this policy is
to create a consistent approach to the replacement process in regards to both existing infrastructure as
well as future development throughout the Town. New signs shall be logged and entered into the
Town’s asset management database to be used in the development of a maintenance and replacement
cycle. The policy shall also serve to address future requests for special sign posts.

Existing Sign Evaluation and Removal
During the street sign replacement process the Town will be evaluating not only existing street name
signs, but also all other signage throughout the neighborhoods to ensure compliance. Any signage that
does not meet the breakaway safety standards or is determined to not be necessary from a traffic
operations or safety perspective shall be removed. Examples of these signs include but are not limited
to:
-

Street name signs with colors other than white lettering on green background
Obelisks Markers
Children at Play/Watch for Children signs
Other non-compliant signage

Obelisks Markers within the Old Village area, which is defined as the area between Coleman Blvd/Ben
Sawyer Blvd and the Harbor, will not be removed, but shall be supplemented with a standard street
name sign. All existing speed limit signs within the neighborhoods shall be removed and a new standard
speed limit sign shall be installed at the entrances to the neighborhood (see Figure 1). This one speed
limit sign serves as the enforceable speed limit throughout all of the residential streets within the
neighborhood.

Figure 1: Proposed Speed Limit Sign for All Residential Streets
Other sign features that shall be inspected include the sign mounting height and the signs clearance
from the face of curb or travel way. The minimum mounting height of the primary sign shall be 7 feet
from the bottom of the sign to the ground. Supplemental signs must be a minimum of 4 feet from the
bottom of sign to the ground. The offset from travel way must be a minimum of 2 feet from edge of sign
1

to face of curb. The Street Sign Policy is supported by the Town’s Code of Ordinances number § 155.054
Street Sign Policy.
Course of Action
Below are the standard operating procedures for the replacement or installation of street signs within
existing HOA neighborhoods, non-organized neighborhoods and proposed developments within the
Town. This policy is a means for neighborhoods to have an option on selecting the style of post used in
the replacement of the existing street signs.
Standard Signage
The Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) requires that all ground mounted street
name signs be on Type III or greater retroreflective sheeting. All street name signs must be
rectangular and have white lettering on green backgrounds. The text for these signs shall consist
of a combination of upper and lower case lettering which must be a minimum of 6 inches and
4.5 inches in height respectively. The street name signs at the entrances to neighborhoods shall
include the Town of Mount Pleasant logo in the far right corner (see Figure 2). All other street
name signs within neighborhoods shall be standard signs and shall not include the colored logo.

Figure 2: Example Street Name Sign
Standard Post
A U-channel hot rolled steel post shown in Figure 3 is the standard post on which all signs shall
be mounted unless chosen otherwise by the HOA or neighborhood association via the special
request post. U-channel posts are an approved sign support by both FHWA and the South
Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) for their breakaway characteristics (see
Appendix A for SCDOT Standard 651-110-00). The U-channel post is a cost effective product, it is
easily obtained, light weight and simple to install. This post style will be kept in stock and in the
event a sign is knocked down, this product will be used to repair it.
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Figure 3: Typical U-Channel Post

Special Request Post
Any HOA or neighborhood associations will have the ability to submit an encroachment permit
application for a decorative post and sign bracket. The proposed post shall meet all federal and
state breakaway requirements to be considered for approval and the applicant must provide
proof of breakaway compliance with their encroachment permit application. The installation of
the sign shall also meet all state and federal requirements for proper height of sign, clear
distance from travel way and proper installation as to not compromise its breakaway properties.
The proposed sign bracket shall be compatible with the street name signs provided by the Town
which are 9 inches in height and vary in length based on the individual street name. The signs
must be mounted using vandal-resistant screw, rivet, band, etc. and be approved by the Town.
The cost associated with the post, bracket and installation shall be paid for fully by the
applicants. Any and all maintenance of the post and decorative bracket shall be the
responsibility of the neighborhood. Once approved by the Town, the signs must be installed and
inspected for compliance by no later than 06/01/2019 or as agreed upon by the Town. All signs
shall be provided by the Town to the neighborhood association or HOA. It is the responsibility of
the neighborhood, neighborhood associate or HOA to notify the Town that the signs have been
installed and are ready for inspection. The neighborhood shall be held accountable for all costs
associated with removal or reinstallation of sign posts that fail the inspection.
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New Development Regulations
All new subdivision development within the Town must comply with the MUTCD’s street name
signage requirements and select one of the two options mentioned above. The cost of procuring
street name signs shall be the responsibility of the developer. The developer shall be held
accountable for all costs associated with removal and reinstallation of signs and sign posts that
fail the inspection.

Selection Requirements
The Town will notify neighborhoods, neighborhood associations and HOAs approximately 120 days prior
to replacing their street signs. Neighborhoods will have 30 days after the initial notification to notify the
Town’s Transportation Department if they desire the standard or special request posts. If the special
request post is selected, all appropriate permit applications must be submitted and approved prior to
the scheduled replacement date. If a neighborhood fails to select one of the two post styles within the
30 days after initial notification, the Town’s standard u-channel post will be installed. The Town may
agree to extend the above timeframe due to the size of the neighborhood or other extenuating
circumstances.

Sign Maintenance
The Town shall be responsible for maintaining all street sign regardless of post style. Any damage caused
by vehicle collision, vandalism, etc. should be reported to the Town’s Public Services Department
through our online ‘Report a Concern’ page located at https://www.tompsc.com/requesttracker.aspx.
The Town shall only be responsible for the u-channel sign posts. Neighborhoods that opt for the special
request sign post shall be responsible for replacing any damaged posts or decorative brackets. If
damaged, the Town may re-mount critical signs or install new signage on u-channel posts if the
neighborhood does not have their specific sign posts readily available for timely replacement. The
neighborhood must notify the Transportation Department prior to replacing any street sign or post.
Upon completion of replacement, the Town shall be notified so an inspection can be completed and uchannel post can be retrieved if necessary.

Neighborhood Associations and HOA Responsibilities and Steps
The purpose of this section is to clearly identify the responsibilities of the individual neighborhood
associations or HOAs as well as to serve as step by step guidance through the required tasks. The step by
step process is shown graphically in Figure 4.
1. The neighborhood association or HOA will be notified by the Town approximately 120 days prior
to the replacement of their street signs. The neighborhood association or HOA has 30 days from
that point to determine whether the Town’s standard post or the special request post will be
used. (If the Town’s standard post is selected then the HOA’s responsibilities end).
2. If the special request post is selected then the neighborhood association or HOA shall complete
an encroachment permit and submit it to the Town along will the selected post’s breakaway
specifications, street sign bracket specification and vandal-resistant mounting hardware type.
4

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

The neighborhood association or HOA is responsible for ensuring that the selected bracket type
is compatible with the Town’s street name signs (the standard street name sign specification will
be provided to the neighborhood association or HOA by the Town). The encroachment permit
application must be submitted to the Town within 60 days of the initial notification.
Upon approval of the encroachment permit, the neighborhood association or HOA is
responsible for purchasing the selected post, bracket, hardware, etc.
The neighborhood association or HOA will be notified when the street signs are available at the
Town and they are responsible for picking up the signs from the Town.
Neighborhood association or HOA’s are responsible for installation of the sign posts and signs
per the specifications submitted in the encroachment permit and in accordance with SCDOT
specifications (see Appendix A).
Any deficiencies found through the Town’s inspection process shall be addressed by the
neighborhood association or HOA.
Replacement of damaged special sign posts and general upkeep of special sign posts are the
responsibility of the neighborhood association or HOA. In the event a sign and post are
damaged, the Town will install only critical signs on temporary u-channel posts in the vicinity of
the downed sign. It is the responsibility of the neighborhood association or HOA to order and
install replacement special request posts. The neighborhood association or HOA is also
responsible for contacting the Town after installation so that the temporary sign and post can be
retrieved. The new sign post will be inspected by the Town and any cost associated with
reinstallation of the sign post due to a failed inspection shall be the responsibility of the
neighborhood association or HOA.
Any and all new sign requests from a neighborhood association or HOA shall require approval by
the Town and shall be incorporated into the previously approved encroachment permit. The
installation of new posts shall be subject to inspection by the Town and the neighborhood
association or HOA is responsible for the procurement and cost of the post as well as and any
costs associated with a failed inspection.
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Figure 4: Flow Chart of Street Sign Replacement Process
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Town of Mount Pleasant Departmental Responsibilities
The purpose of this section is to clearly identify the responsibilities of each Department involved with
the replacement and maintenance of street signs within the Town.
Transportation Department
The Transportation Department is responsible for contacting the individual neighborhood,
neighborhood associations and HOAs prior to the replacement of their street signs. Prior to
replacement, it is the Transportation Departments responsibility to inventory the existing
signage within a neighborhood and determine which signs will be replaced, removed or added.
It is also the Transportation Departments responsibility to review and approve all encroachment
permit applications submitted as part of the Special Post option as well as inspect the installed
signs within those neighborhoods upon notification of completion. All signs that are to be
installed by the Town will be submitted in the form of a work order to the Public Service
Department. The Transportation Department is responsible for reviewing and approving any
and all new sign requests submitted by the neighborhood association or HOA.
Public Service Department
The Public Service Department is responsible for completing the work orders submitted for this
program. This includes ordering materials, signs, etc. as well as the removal and disposal of
existing street signs and posts. While installing the new signs, the Public Service Department is
responsible for collecting data for the Town’s Asset Management Program. This data will include
GIS coordinates for the sign location, neighborhood location, street location, sign type, sign size,
post type, date installed and any other relevant data required to accurately maintain the Asset
Management Program. The Public Service Department is responsible for completing all
emergency sign replacement work orders associated with a downed sign. They are also
responsible for retrieving the temporary sign and u-channel post once the neighborhood in
question has repaired and reinstalled their special request post. Finally, the Public Service
Department is responsible for tracking and updating the budget associate with the street sign
replacement program.

Manpower Requirements
The Town of Mount Pleasant will determine whether it is feasible to conduct these street name sign
replacements in-house or if it will require outsourcing the work to a contractor. It is estimated by the
Public Service Department that they will be able to have one crew work approximately 4 hours a day on
the replacement of the street name sign.
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Appendix A
SCDOT Standard Drawing: Flat Sheet Mounting
Detail 651-110-00
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SHALL HAVE HOLES ON 1" CENTERS FOR
ENTIRE LENGTH.

#

POST SIZES

POST SIZES
SIGN

NO

~~
- -

f-:-::-:-:5
=",_fTG_,_H1,-'_--:--:r:-:=TI_~T_G,_H1,-._--:--1
LBSIFI

LGTH

LBSIFT.

•

a

•

~

3P

3P

14

RI·2-4B

3P
3P
3P

12
14
12
13
12
12

3P
3P
3P
3P
3P

16
14
15

R2-1·24
R2·5c-24
R2·5c48

R2-&-24
RH24

3P

3P
3P
3P

R4-2-24

3P

R4-3-24
R4·3·36

3P

R4-4-42

3P
3P

RS-I-30

3P

R5-I-36

3P
3P

R5-10a-30
R6-I-36
R8-4-36
RIhI-42

3P
3P
3P

3P

15

12
12
12
12
14

14
12
13
12
13
10
12
12

3P
3P
JP
JP
3P
3P
3P
3P

14

3P

17
14
14
14
14
16
16
14
15
14

3P
3P
3P

12
14
14

3P

Rll·1·24
Rl1-1·36
R1H.8
RII-,\-36
RII-6-48
RII·7-JO
RI8-I-JO

POST SIZES

~:z~~f-:-::-:-:=S_M_TG_,Hrl_--:_~~T_MT_G_'H1r'--::::-~
_

LGTH,

RI-I-24
RI·I-30
RI-I-4B
RI-2-36

3P

SIGN
NO.

LBSJFT.

•

LGTH,

a

LBSJFT.

•

SIGN

NO.

LGTH.

M

Wl·I·2.
Wl·I·3{)

W2+36
W2-2·24
Wl-5-30
3P
3P

12
13

•
3P

14

W3-1-3&

15

W3-2-36

Wfi.l-36

WI-l-JO
Wl,I,36
Wl·2·3Q
WI-2-36
WI-J.30
WI-J.36
WI-4-30
WI 4·36
Wl,51·3{)
WI-&-48

3P

•
3P
3P
3P

3P
3P
3P

3P
3P
3P

13
14
13
14
13
14
13
14
13
12
12

•
•
•
•
3P

3P

•

IW-2-36

IS
14
IS
16
15
16
15

oz~

~ 1-:---:5_'M_TG_,HrT._ _ _ :-:7='!..:...ITG_,.....
HT·
r
c. LBS.IfT.
LGTH LB5JFT.

r

3P
3P

•

3P

•
•

12
13

a

13

POST SIZES
SIGN
NO

--::::---1
LGlH

3P

14

3P

15

DIG-I-12·XX
DI0-2-12-XX

M

OIG-3-ll-XX

•

3P

15

IS

3P

14

•

g~

5'MTG, HT.

lBSrFT.

I

10

2P
2P

12

M
M

F
F

R4·348

3P

3P

16

R8448

3P

•

14
14
13
12

3P
3P

16

Rl'-14B
WI3-2-48

3P

16

2

3P

3P

13

3P

15

W6+48
WI()'I·J£

3P

14
13

3P
3P

16
15

'4
DELINEATOR POSTS SHALL BE

DESIGN STANDARDS OFFICE
955 PARK STREET
ROOM 405
COLUMBIA, SC 29201

STANDARD DRAWING

•
3P

14

WI4-I·24
WI4-1-30

DESCRIPTION

SOUTH CAROL INA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

LGTH.

3P

3P

3P

I LSS.iF!.

THE FOLLOWING TO BE MOUNTED AT 6' HI
Rl,HO
2.

14

3P

LGTH

2P

3P

ffi
ffi

7'MTG,HT.

THE FOlLOWING TO BE MOUNTED AT 4' HT.

3P

3P

~ U>

CHK

SCI'Sf

POST QUANTITY, SIZE &LENGTH FOR INSTALLATIONS HAVING MORE
THAN ONE SIGN ARE SHOWN ON THE PLANS,

SIZE & LENGTH OF U-SECTION POSTS FOR SINGLE SIGNS

DATE

NOTE:
POST LENGTHS SHOWN IN THIS CHART ARE
GENERAL AND SHOULD BE USED FOR BID
PURPOSES ONLY, CONTRACTOR IS REQUIRED
TO VERIFY FIELD CONDITIONS TO DETERMINE
EXACT LENGTHS OF POSTS NEEDED.

FLAT SHEET
MOUNTING
DETAILS

651-110-00
EFFECTIVE LETTING DATE

I
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